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Abstract
It has been proposed that the annihilation process νν → e−e+ → γγ may
be responsible for the generation of gamma-ray bursts (GRBs). The incipi-
ent neutrino–antineutrino pairs carry virtually all of the gravitational binding
energy available from the central engine. However, gamma-ray bursters pro-
posed to date are inevitably surrounded by an excess of baryons, leading to the
“baryon-loading problem”. In the light of growing evidence for neutrino os-
cillations, we discuss the implications of matter-affected oscillations for GRB
energetics, and on the viability of “mirror” stars as GRB progenitors.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ongoing quest for a complete understanding of gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) dates
back to their fortuitous discovery in the 1960s [1]. Over the years, a class of models called
the “fireball model”, which seeks to explain the temporal structure of the bursts and the
non-thermal nature of their spectra, has emerged [2]. In essence, the model consists of a
sudden injection of radiative energy into a compact region with relatively few baryons (∼
10−5M⊙), where an opaque e
−e+γ plasma is consequently formed. This “fireball” expands
relativistically, until internal processes [3] such as collisions within the now optically thin
outflow trigger the reconversion of its kinetic energy to radiation. The photons then escape
to infinity, to be hailed by us earthly inhabitants as a GRB. Subsequent deceleration of the
relativistic fireball through interactions with the ambient interstellar medium gives rise to
further emissions at longer wavelengths: the so-called afterglow [4].
Although the discovery of afterglows in the x-ray, optical and/or radio domains for several
bursts in 1997 [5] are not greeted unanimously by the GRB community as signatures of the
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classical fireball model [6], the observations have, nonetheless, established firmly for the first
time the cosmological origin of GRBs. Redshifts of z = 0.835 and z = 3.418 were reported for
two of the earliest observations respectively [7], and the recent measurement of z = 1.600
in the afterglow of GRB 990123 was performed with unprecedented accuracy [8]. The
central engines that power each fireball have not yet been identified, though, at cosmological
distances, these GRB progenitors must be capable of generating some 1051 → 1053 ergs of
energy in a short period of time. Prime candidates include binary neutron star merger [9]
and its variants [10], and core collapse [11], in which the concomitant release of gravitational
binding energy is almost entirely in the form of neutrinos and antineutrinos. In principle,
about one thousandth of these neutrinos annihilate to form electron–positron pairs, and
ultimately photons [12] via νν → e−e+ → γγ, creating a plasma that is the fireball.1 The
major flaw, however, is that the nascent compact object is inevitably surrounded by an
excess of baryons, which, if neutrino annihilation is to occur in this environment, would lead
to formation of a nonrelativistic fireball that is inconsistent with observations. This is the
“baryon-loading problem”.
Following the recent announcement of very strong evidence for atmospheric neutrino
oscillations at SuperKamiokande [14], a novel solution to the baryon-loading problem that
exploits this simple quantum mechanical phenomenon has been put forward [15]. By in-
voking large amplitude oscillations between the muon neutrino νµ and a “sterile” neutrino
νs with an oscillation length comparable to the width of the baryonic region, it has been
proposed that a neutrino that begins as a νµ traverses the region largely as a νs, and converts
back to νµ upon exit. The sterile neutrino is, by definition, inert. Thus annihilation does
not take place inside the baryon-contaminated region, thereby preventing the formation of a
dirty, nonrelativistic fireball. The ostensible efficiency of energy deposition is ∼ 10−2 → 100
relative to direct annihilation in the absence of baryons and oscillations, subject to the
geometry of the GRB progenitor.
Although an attractive idea, the analysis in Ref. [15] fails to address two crucial issues: (i)
If the central engines are indeed mergers and/or collapses, there is no reason to assume that
only µ-type neutrinos are (thermally) emitted. Thus all neutrino flavours must individually
oscillate into a sterile neutrino to substantially eliminate νν annihilation in the baryonic
region. The conversion of νµ to νs (and their antiparticles) alone will not solve the baryon-
loading problem. (The only way around this would be to hypothesise a different type of
central engine that produced µ-type neutrinos entirely from pion decay.) (ii) Matter effects
may significantly alter the oscillation pattern. Modifications to the effective neutrino masses
and mixings due to interactions with the medium have, in the past, been studied extensively
in various astrophysical and cosmological contexts. A notable example is the proposed
MSW solution to the solar neutrino problem [16], in which matter effects inside the Sun
are largely responsible for the depletion of the νe flux that impinges on Earth. Matter-
affected oscillations may lay further claims on the generation of neutrino asymmetries in the
1Of course, the merger/collapse may possess sufficient rotational energy to power the fireball
through the coupling of its angular momentum to a strong magnetic field [13]. This, however, is
not the topic of this paper.
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early universe [17], and the energetics of and r-process nucleosynthesis in Type II supernovae
[18,19]. Gamma-ray burst progenitors are necessarily dense objects; it is thus our purpose to
reassess the scenario presented in the said analysis in the light of matter-affected oscillations,
and, more generally, to demonstrate the latter’s importance in influencing the energetics of
a neutrino-driven GRB.
Yet, the story does not end here. It has been suggested that GRBs may be attributed
to the mergers/collapses of “mirror” stars composed of matter that is blind to ordinary
interactions [20]. The accompanying mirror neutrinos may oscillate into ordinary neutrinos,
whose subsequent annihilation will occur in regions with few ordinary baryons, thereby easily
eliminating the baryon-loading problem. In this paper, we shall also examine this possibility
more closely, taking into account the role of matter effects.
Before proceeding, we should note that one ought to have an open mind at this stage as
to the mechanism by which GRBs are energised. Neutrino–antineutrino annihilation may
well not be the sole means (or even a means) of achieving this end. Other forms of energy
and energy extraction mechanisms, notably the exploitation of the compact object’s spin
energy through coupling to a strong magnetic field [13], have been proposed which may be
complementary or alternative to the annihilation process. Be that as it may, neutrino kinetic
energy is certainly a very important source to consider, given its function as dissipator of
gravitational binding energy in mergers and collapses. If the neutrino is to play a role,
its properties must be properly understood and its activities incorporated into prospective
GRB models. These form the basis of the present work.
II. NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS AND MATTER EFFECTS
Neutrino oscillations follow directly from non-degenerate neutrino masses and non-trivial
mixing amongst the flavours. The former criterion ensures that each propagation eigen-
state evolves with a distinct phase governed by its energy (and thus squared mass by
E =
√
p2 +m2 ≃ p + m2
2p
). Subsequent development of phase differences gives rise to the
periodicity of the oscillation phenomenon, which, for neutrinos of momentum p in vacuum,
is determined by the ratio 2pi 2p
∆m2
ij
, where ∆m2ij = m
2
i −m2j is the squared mass difference be-
tween the ith and jth mass (propagation) eigenstates. The oscillation amplitude scales with
the amount of mixing between the states. For a two-neutrino system, this is characterised
by one mixing angle θ, such that
|να〉 = cos θ|ν1〉+ sin θ|ν2〉,
|νβ〉 = − sin θ|ν1〉+ cos θ|ν2〉, (1)
where ν1 and ν2 are the mass eigenstates, and the subscripts α and β label two different
flavour eigenstates respectively. By the CPT theorem, the same oscillation parameters
govern the flavour evolution of both neutrino and antineutrino systems in vacuum.
In the presence of matter, the neutrino gains an effective mass from interacting with the
ambience [21]. The nature of the gain — its magnitude and sign — is subject to the density
of the medium and the interaction channels that are available therein. Thus two oscillating
neutrino flavours that interact differently with the environment will develop between them
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a phase difference that is dissimilar to its vacuum counterpart, thereby modifying the os-
cillation length and, though somewhat less obviously from our qualitative discussion, the
oscillation amplitude. For a two-neutrino system2 in a uniform medium, the probability
that να will oscillate to νβ, where α 6= β, at time t is given by [22]
P (α→ β, t) = sin2 2θeff sin2 pit
λeff
, (2)
where the quantity λeff = 2pi
2E
∆m2
eff
is the effective oscillation length, and
∆m2eff = ∆m
2
αβ
√√√√(2EVαβ
∆m2αβ
− cos 2θ
)2
+ sin2 2θ,
sin2 2θeff =
sin2 2θ(
2EVαβ
∆m2
αβ
− cos 2θ
)2
+ sin2 2θ
, (3)
with Vαβ = Φα − Φβ , where Φα (Φβ) is the matter potential for να (νβ), and we have used
E ≃ p. Note that for clarity, all squared mass differences will now carry the subscripts αβ
(denoting flavours) such that ∆m2µτ , for example, corresponds to the squared mass difference
between the two mass eigenstates relevant for the νµ ↔ ντ system.
A typical celestial medium is an electrically neutral concoction of electrons/positrons
and nucleons (both bound and free). Thus a νe propagating therein has both charged and
neutral current interactions, while νµ and ντ have only the latter, and νs has none. To the
lowest order in GF , their respective matter potentials are
Φe =
√
2GF
(
Ne − 1
2
Nn
)
=
GF√
2
ρ
mN
(3Ye − 1) ,
Φµ = Φτ = −GF√
2
Nn =
GF√
2
ρ
mN
(Ye − 1) ,
Φs = 0, (4)
where GF is the Fermi constant, Ne denotes the electron minus positron number density, Nn
the neutron number density, ρ the nucleon density, mN the nucleon mass, and Ye the number
of electrons per nucleon. Note that for antineutrinos, Φα = −Φα, such that a να ↔ νβ
system receives modifications to its effective oscillating parameters generally unlike those
for a να ↔ νβ system in an identical medium.
III. OSCILLATIONS IN GRB PROGENITORS
Accompanying a merger/collapse event is the copious production of νe, νµ and ντ and
their antiparticles, with mean energies ranging from ∼ 10 to ∼ 30 MeV. In this section, we
2Hereafter, we shall consider only two-neutrino systems.
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shall examine the oscillations of these “active” neutrinos with (i) “sterile” neutrinos, and (ii)
amongst themselves in GRB progenitors per se, adhering strictly only to laboratory bounds
on the oscillation parameters. Constraints arising from cosmological circumstances such as
big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) and closure will be noted at the appropriate points.
A. Active–sterile oscillations
We shall suppose here that each active flavour mixes with a sterile neutrino. The con-
sideration of sterile neutrinos is well motivated for a number of reasons:
1. Right-handed neutrinos, which are sterile with respect to ordinary weak interactions,
are necessary for a complete correspondence between lepton and quark degrees of
freedom in the standard model of particle physics.
2. A particular class of light, effectively sterile fermions called “mirror neutrinos” arises
if Improper Lorentz Transformations are retained as exact symmetries of Nature (see
later).
3. Phenomenologically, they are strongly advocated through the need to resolve the ap-
parent conflict between the three neutrino anomalies — solar [23], atmospheric [24]
and LSND [25] — and the measured width of the Z0 boson. The former in its en-
tirety calls for an oscillation solution requiring at least four neutrinos, while the latter
constrains the number of light active flavours to three.
Experiments performed thus far do not preclude the existence of yet more sterile species.
Indeed, it is theoretically quite natural for the number of light sterile flavours to equal the
number of quark and lepton generations, viz. three; this is our assumption for the rest of
the paper. Furthermore, if the “sterile” flavours are identified with mirror neutrinos as in
point 2 above, then they must come in triplicate. Thus our analysis here will also set the
stage for the study of mirror stars in the next section.
1. Large mixing angle
Suppose that each active flavour να exhibits large vacuum mixing with a sterile “part-
ner” ν ′α, that is, cos 2θ ≈ 0.3 This is a most natural consequence from the perspective of
model building, arising from the general Dirac–Majorana mass matrix for each generation
of neutrinos,
[
νL (νR)c
] ( 0 m
m M
) [
(νL)
c
νR
]
, (5)
3From here onwards, the symbol νs shall denote a generic sterile neutrino, while ν
′
α is taken to
mean the assigned sterile partner of να, one for each of νe, νµ and ντ .
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where the Dirac massm is taken to be much larger than the right-handed neutrino Majorana
mass M .4 Upon diagonalisation, the two resulting pseudo-Dirac neutrinos, one of which we
identify as the right-handed sterile neutrino, are essentially maximally mixed [26]. Pairwise
maximal mixing also arises in the mirror matter model. Indeed, large amplitude pairwise
oscillations of the active flavours into distinct sterile states are a priori necessary if all active
νν annihilation in the baryon-contaminated mantle is to be prevented.
For this case of (almost) maximal mixing, matter effects are virtually identical for both
neutrinos and antineutrinos by Eq. (3). From an inspection of the same equation, we identify
two regions of interest:
∆m2αα′
2E
≪
>∼ |Vαα′ | , (6)
where we have used sin 2θ ≈ 1. These shall be labelled as the first and second conditions
respectively. For convenience, we rewrite Eq. (6) in more accessible units,
∆m2ee′
E
≪
>∼
∣∣∣∣∣760
(
ρ
1010 g cm−3
)
(3Ye − 1)
∣∣∣∣∣ eV
2
MeV
for νe ↔ ν ′e,
∆m2µµ′, ττ ′
E
≪
>∼
∣∣∣∣∣760
(
ρ
1010 g cm−3
)
(Ye − 1)
∣∣∣∣∣ eV
2
MeV
for νµ, τ ↔ ν ′µ, τ , (7)
where the symbols are defined as for Eq. (4).5
In accordance with Eq. (3), the first condition corresponds to sin 2θeff → 0, implying
that oscillations are strongly suppressed. Typically, the density of the resultant disk in a
binary neutron star merger is at least ρ ∼ 109 g cm−3 with Ye ∼ 0.02 → 0.1 [9], while that
of the surrounding mantle in a collapse event is expected to be no less than ρ ∼ 106 g cm−3
with Ye ∼ 0.2 → 0.5.6 The SuperKamiokande results put the squared mass difference for
νµ ↔ νx, where νx is some as yet unidentified neutrino, at 10−3 <∼ ∆m2/eV2 <∼ 10−2 [14].
The corresponding upper bound for maximal νe ↔ νx mixing is currently ∼ 10−3 eV2 [28].
It follows from Eq. (7) that the average 10 → 30 MeV νe and νµ have virtually no chance
of oscillating into a sterile species inside the baryonic region. Oscillations become more
suppressed with the increase of neutrino energy. The formation of a dirty fireball therefore
cannot be avoided with the introduction of νµ ↔ ν ′µ or νe ↔ ν ′e oscillations, which argues
against the scenario of Ref. [15].
4Note that the zero in the top-left corner of the mass matrix is enforced by electroweak gauge
invariance in the absence of weak-isospin triplet Higgs bosons.
5The presence of neutrinos contributes to the matter potentials in Eq. (4). However, we do not
expect such a contribution to have too serious a consequence since the effective neutrino number
density is generally small except near the neutrino emitting surface. In any case, the exclusion of
the neutrino background should not alter the qualitative aspect of the present work.
6These numbers correspond to the density at r ∼ 300 km and the number of electrons per nucleon,
respectively, in a Type II supernova at ∼ 0.6 s post bounce [27].
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The second condition in Eq. (7) entails vacuum-like maximal oscillations. Taking the
density of the neutrino emitting surface to be ρ ∼ 1011 g cm−3, it is clear from Eq. (7) that
matter effects remain unimportant in all or part of the baryonic region only for sub-keV νe
and νµ. But these neutrinos are of little consequence; apart from inabundance, their energies
are well below the threshold for e−e+ pair production.
At this stage, the acute reader would have noticed that in the case of core collapse,
complete cancellation of matter effects for a νe ↔ ν ′e system arises when Ye ≈ 0.33 by Eq.
(7), where the effective mixing is temporarily vacuum-like and thus maximal. Substantial ν ′e’s
may be generated if such cancellation persists (approximately) over a distance comparable
to the effective oscillation length of the system (i.e., the adiabatic condition — see later).
Supposing that ∆m2ee′ ∼ 10−3 eV2 and E ∼ 10 MeV, Eq. (7) demands the change in Ye in
this region to be less than ∼ 10−4 even at a fixed density as low as ρ ∼ 106 g cm−3. Holding
Ye constant at, say, 0.33+10
−10, the same equation requires that any deviation in density to
be < 105 g cm−3. However, given the dramatic rise and fall of Ye and the density respectively
in a mere few hundred kilometres, and that the oscillation length for the system concerned
is ∼ 25 km, the said conditions are unlikely to be satisfied across a region comparable to
the latter. The production of ν ′e’s is again suppressed, albeit by a different mechanism.
On the other hand, no laboratory upper bound on ∆m2 exists for maximal ντ ↔ ν ′τ
mixing. There are cosmological constraints from closure and big bang nucleosynthesis. The
former yields an upper bound of about 40 → 100 eV for long lived neutrinos.7 Supposing
ντ to be much lighter than ν
′
τ or vice versa, this condition effectively sets an upper limit of
∼ 104 eV2 on the squared mass difference. It transpires that if one pushes ∆m2ττ ′ to the
extreme, it is in fact possible to attain vacuum-like maximal ντ oscillations with its sterile
partner even at a density of ρ ∼ 1010 g cm−3, according to Eq. (7). The cost of an increased
∆m2, however, is the simultaneous shortening of the oscillation length. If the latter is to be
comparable to the size of the baryonic region R and approximately maximal mixing is to be
maintained throughout, then by Eqs. (3) and (6), the following condition must hold:
2pi
>∼ |V maxττ ′ R| , (8)
or equivalently,
∣∣∣∣∣
(
R
km
)(
ρmax
1010 g cm−3
)
(Ye − 1)
∣∣∣∣∣ <∼ 3.3× 10−6, (9)
where “max” denotes maximum beyond the neutrinosphere. Given that the average neutrino
traverses a few kilometres of baryonic matter in a merger, not to mention the extent of the
mantle in a collapse event, the reader can verify that Eq. (9) cannot be satisfied in any
realistic GRB progenitor. Instead, the system undergoes rapid oscillations, as implied by
its comparatively short oscillation length, quickly becoming, on average, an equal mixture
7Purported BBN constraints must be interpreted with care because important loopholes frequently
exist. However, one can safely say that a maximally mixed active–sterile pair with a ∆m2 value in
the range to be considered is disfavoured by BBN.
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of ντ and ν
′
τ (and their antiparticles) by Eq. (2). This scenario, however, is deemed unlikely
for cosmological reasons mentioned earlier. But if some oscillations were to occur (perhaps
with a smaller ∆m2), the ντ and ντ intensities at r would be, respectively, effectively halved
such that ντντ annihilation would still take place inside the baryonic region, but at a quarter
of the standard rate per unit volume. Assuming that all active flavours contribute equally
to annihilation in the absence of oscillations, the total energy deposition rate in our case is
expected to suffer at worst a 25 % decrease.
2. Small mixing angle
An interesting effect arises for propagation in a medium of monotonically varying density.
A level-crossing occurs when the neutrinos traverse a region in which the effective masses
are virtually degenerate, i.e., where the resonance condition
2EVαβ = ∆m
2
αβ cos 2θ, (10)
is satisfied. Provided that the matter density is changing sufficiently slowly, a να entering
the resonance will emerge as a νβ, where α 6= β, and vice versa. This is the Mikheyev–
Smirnov–Wolfenstein (MSW) effect [16,21] and is particularly prominent for sin 2θ ∼ 0. The
conversion efficiency depends on the ratio of the physical width of the resonance region to
the corresponding effective oscillation length of the system, or equivalently,
γ ≡
(
∆m2
αβ
2E
sin 2θ
)2
∣∣∣dVαβ
dr
∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
res
, (11)
where
dVαβ
dr
is the rate of change of the matter potential along the neutrino’s path. The
larger the ratio (otherwise known as the adiabaticity parameter), the more effective the
transformation.
Our interest in the case of small vacuum mixing lies in the possible existence of such a
resonance within the baryonic region. If Eq. (10) is satisfied therein and the adiabaticity
parameter γ is sufficiently large, the ensuing conversion of all active neutrinos to sterile
species means that, beyond the resonance, no neutrinos are available for annihilation. This
loss of energy is practically irretrievable, unless a second resonance exists through which
steriles reconvert to actives.8 The reduction in the total energy deposition rate hinges on
the location of the resonance, since the νν annihilation rate per unit volume q generally has
8This situation is in fact not as contrived as it first seems. A double νe ↔ νs resonance has been
shown to exist in the post bounce hot bubble in a Type II supernova [19]. However, this possibility
will not be dealt with here, owing to its extreme dependence on the density profile of the progenitor;
the spatial distribution of baryons in a Type II supernova is perhaps not representative of those in
core collapse scenarios in general.
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an r-dependence, such as q ∝ r−8 for spherical geometry [29]. We leave this calculation for
the interested numerical modeller.
We now explore the parameter space in which resonant conversion to sterile neutrinos
would significantly decrease the energy deposition by νν annihilation, by calculating the
constraints on the oscillation parameters required for the prevention of energy loss via this
mechanism. Consider a binary neutron star merger, and let us suppose that each active
species exhibits small mixing only with its sterile partner. Assuming that each ν ′α is lighter
than its active counterpart, the extremely low value of Ye in this environment means that
the resonance condition can only be satisfied by antineutrino systems, as indicated by Eq.
(4). Given the relevant densities, ρ ∼ 109 → 1011 g cm−3, the average 20 → 30 MeV
(anti)neutrino will undergo resonant conversion if the squared mass difference of the oscil-
lating system happens to lie in the approximate range
103
<∼ ∆m2/eV2 <∼ 105. (12)
Furthermore, by holding the quantity Ye constant, we rewrite the adiabaticity parameter in
more civilised units,
γ =
3
η
[(
∆m2
eV2
)(
MeV
E
)
sin 2θ
]21010 g cm−3 km−1∣∣∣dρ
dr
∣∣∣


∣∣∣∣∣∣
res
, (13)
where η = 1−3Ye and 1−Ye for νe ↔ ν ′e and νµ, τ ↔ ν ′µ, τ respectively. One may reasonably
expect the density gradient dρ
dr
to be some undoubtedly highly model-dependent function of
r. For our crude analysis, we make the approximation
dρ
dr
≈ ρmax − ρmin
R
∼ 10
11 g cm−3
10 km
= 1010 g cm−3 km−1. (14)
If we demand γ ≪ 1 such that resonant conversion to νs is “non-adiabatic” and thus
inefficient, then by Eqs. (13) and (14) together with Ye = 0.05, the following approximate
constraints on the vacuum mixing angle are obtained,
sin2 2θ ≪ 10−4 → 10−8, (15)
for the range of squared mass differences in Eq. (12), where we have taken the neutrino
energy to be the average 20→ 30 MeV intrinsic to binary neutron star mergers.
B. Active–active oscillations
In the following, we briefly examine the consequences of mixing amongst the active
flavours.
Oscillations between νµ and ντ are not affected by the presence of matter, since they
interact similarly with ordinary matter. For the same reason, these thermal neutrinos are
produced with identical energy spectra and are therefore of little interest from the perspective
of νµ ↔ ντ oscillations.
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Contrastingly, the νe ↔ νµ, τ system may experience resonant conversion, given the
correct oscillation parameters. Since νe’s are more abundant, this implies a possible decrease
in the νe flux beyond the resonance. However, as the more energetic νµ, τ ’s are simultaneously
converted to νe’s, one may reasonably expect the reduction in flux to be compensated for by
a harder spectrum. Similarly, the increase in νµ, τ flux is accompanied by a softening of the
spectrum. Thus, summing over all flavours, the energy deposition rate due to νν annihilation
should, to a first approximation, exhibit minimal difference from the no-oscillation case.
IV. MIRROR STARS
The concept of a mirror world was introduced as a means to retain parity and time-
reversal transformations (Improper Lorentz Transformations) as exact symmetries of Nature.
In essence, the content of the Standard Model of particle physics is enlarged to include a
mirror sector such that every ordinary particle is partnered with a mirror image differing
only in its handedness. The resulting theory has been called the Exact Parity Model [30]
(see also Ref. [31] for a different model). These particles participate in mirror interactions
identical in nature to ordinary processes, but are inert with respect to the ordinary strong,
electromagnetic and weak forces. Thus the mirror world evolves as we do, complete with
stellar mergers and collapses, its only link to the ordinary world being through gravitational
coupling, and the mixing of colourless and electrically neutral ordinary–mirror partners. If
neutrinos have non-degenerate masses, maximal ordinary–mirror neutrino oscillations are a
necessary consequence of the underlying exact parity symmetry. Interestingly, the maximal
mixing of νe with its mirror partner can solve the solar neutrino problem, while the maximal
mixing of νµ with its mirror partner can solve the atmospheric neutrino problem [32].
Recently, Blinnikov has proposed that the central engines of GRBs may be cataclysmic
astrophysical events involving mirror stars [20]. We now examine the implications of matter-
affected neutrino oscillations for this proposal.
Mirror neutrinos emitted in a mirror merger/collapse must traverse a region of excess
mirror baryons and suffer the same matter effects as do their ordinary counterparts. Thus
interactions between mirror neutrinos and the mirror ambience are equally well described
by the matter potentials written down earlier in Eq. (4), save for a change of labels — α
becomes α′, where the primed symbol now denotes a mirror particle. In this environment,
our ordinary νe, νµ and ντ are effectively what were previously labelled as sterile neutrinos.
Given that the νν annihilation rate per unit volume generally decreases with r, in order
to channel as much energy as possible towards the generation of an ordinary GRB, rapid
maximal ordinary–mirror oscillations for both neutrinos and antineutrinos throughout the
progenitor is desired. However, as suggested by results from the previous section, this
situation cannot be realised by the νe ↔ ν ′e and νµ ↔ ν ′µ systems for which oscillations are
highly suppressed at the nominal densities. Pushing the squared mass differences to their
respective upper limits, substantial mixing is possible at densities lower than ρ ∼ 103 →
104 g cm−3 by Eq. (7). But the annihilation of ordinary neutrinos will now take place at large
distances where the rate is rendered insignificant by geometric factors. As an illustration,
suppose that the progenitor is spherical and that ordinary νe and νe are available in large
quantities only at r > r0 where mixing is not suppressed. We estimate the efficiency of the
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energy deposition due to νeνe annihilation to be
Q˙ee
Q˙ordee
≃ LeLe
∫
∞
r0
r−8r2dr
Lorde L
ord
e
∫
∞
rν
r−8r2dr
=
LeLe
Lorde L
ord
e
(
r0
rν
)−5
, (16)
where Q˙ is the integrated energy deposition rate, Le and Le are the effective luminosities
of νe and νe respectively, rν the radius of the emitting surface, and the subscript “ord”
denotes ordinary. Equation (16) clearly demonstrates that a distance as small as r0 ≈ 4rν
is enough to produce at least a thousand-fold decrease in the efficiency (since Lα ≤ Lordα ).
Thus ordinary νeνe and νµνµ annihilation in a mirror event may be safely ignored.
Conversely, the ντ ↔ ν ′τ system may at least partially fulfil the aforementioned require-
ments, if ∆m2ττ ′ is sufficiently large for maximal mixing to be attained not too far from the
neutrinosphere (with the usual caveats regarding possible cosmological constraints under-
stood). Be this the case, rapid maximal oscillations will lead to the effective generation of
a ντ and a ντ flux, each with a luminosity equal to half of that expected from an ordinary
merger/collapse. This implies that the energy deposition rate per unit volume at r is a
factor of four smaller than that due to ντντ annihilation alone in an ordinary event. In
the standard picture, all three active flavours contribute roughly equal amounts of energy
towards the burst. It follows that the total annihilation rate per unit volume at r must be
some ten times less than the ordinary rate. Furthermore, that ordinary annihilation only
takes place at r > r0 introduces a geometric reduction factor. Thus, assuming spherical
geometry, we estimate the overall efficiency of energy deposition to be
Q˙total
Q˙ordtotal
≃ Q˙ττ∑
α=e, µ, τ Q˙
ord
αα
≃ LτLτ∑
α=e, µ, τ Lordα L
ord
α
(
r0
rν
)−5
≃ 1
10
(
r0
rν
)−5
, (17)
where the assumption rνe ≈ rνe ≈ · · · ≈ rντ ≡ rν is implicit. As an illustration, the matter
density in a core collapse is such that a ντ ↔ ν ′τ system with ∆m2 ∼ 10 eV2 may enjoy
maximal mixing beyond r0 ∼ 2rν .9 Thus a GRB generated by such a mirror event must
be approximately 300 times less energetic than one produced by an equivalent event in
the ordinary world. The reward, however, is that the baryon-loading problem is virtually
eliminated.
We shall not consider small angle resonant conversion of mirror to ordinary neutrinos
since this process is generally not simultaneously available for both neutrinos and antineu-
trinos. Ordinary annihilation necessarily requires the presence of both ν and ν. Thus small
mixing between mirror partners alone will not lead to the production of ordinary GRBs in
mirror events.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Matter-affected neutrino oscillations in GRB progenitors are studied in this paper. For
simplicity, all oscillation schemes examined are essentially independent two-neutrino sys-
9These numbers are inferred from Figure 1b in Ref. [19] for a Type II supernova at ∼ 6 s post
bounce.
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tems. It is found that oscillations amongst the ordinary, active flavours — νe, νµ and ντ
— have minimal effects on the energetics of the burst. Maximal νe and νµ oscillations with
their respective sterile partners are also expected to be of little consequence. Contrastingly,
if ντ is allowed to oscillate maximally to its sterile partner with a squared mass difference
∆m2
>∼ 104 eV2, the energy available for the ultimate GRB may suffer a 25 % decrease.
However, reconciliation with constraints imposed by cosmological closure and big bang nu-
cleosynthesis renders this option unlikely.
In the small mixing angle regime, the possible existence of an MSW resonance in the
baryonic region implies a generally irretrievable loss of energy beyond the resonance in the
form of sterile neutrinos. By demanding minimal loss, we are able to determine some crude
constraints on the oscillation parameters. These can be found in the appropriate section in
the paper.
Contrary to earlier claims, matter effects alter the oscillation pattern in such a way
that the “temporary” conversion to νs as a means to bypass the baryonic region cannot be
achieved in any realistic GRB progenitor. The fireball will remain as dirty as dictated by
the merger/collapse.
The suppression of mirror to ordinary neutrino oscillations by matter effects also argues
against the viability of mirror mergers/collapses as ordinary GRB progenitors. Even the
most efficient ντ ↔ ν ′τ maximal oscillations with ∆m2 >∼ 104 eV2 would lead to some factor
of ten decrease in the energy of the resultant burst relative to that generated by an equivalent
event in the ordinary world. Further deterioration inevitably follows, at least in the case
of spherical geometry, any decrease in the squared mass difference. Ultimately, the central
mirror engine will perhaps need to be a few hundred (or more) times more energetic than its
ordinary counterpart if it is to produce an ordinary GRB that is compatible in energy with
observations. However, with the guaranteed elimination of the baryon-loading problem, this
remains an option.
We stress at this point that the study of matter-affected oscillations is highly model-
dependent — the word “model” referring to both the GRB and the neutrino model. Analyses
of two-neutrino systems merely serve to illustrate some of the possible effects. But most
importantly, we wish to emphasise the necessity to consider matter effects on the oscillation
pattern, if neutrinos are to be the means of energy transportation in any GRB progenitor.
At this stage, there is no clear evidence for the correct GRB or neutrino model. Hopefully,
with new neutrino experiments underway, the latter will be at least partially resolved in the
not too distant future.
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